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The book consists of Elementary and Pre-intermediate courses with parallel Chinese-English
texts. The author maintains learners' motivation with funny stories about real life situations such
as meeting people, studying, job searches, working etc. The ALARM method (Approved
Learning Automatic Remembering Method) utilize natural human ability to remember words
used in texts repeatedly and systematically. The author had to compose each sentence using
only words explained in previous chapters. The second and the following chapters of the
Elementary course have only about 30 new words each. Phonetic transcription Pinyin
transcribes the sounds of Mandarin using the western (Roman) alphabet. Audio tracks are
available inclusive on www.lppbooks.com/Chinese/
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Love to Read, “This is exactly what I was looking for!. I'm only on chapter one, but I'm liking it so
far. I've tried to translate kids books (characters only) because I wanted to improve my reading
buuut that was a bit out of my depth.The chapters start with vocabulary and then there are short
easy sentences. They are written in characters and pinyin after. The English translation is on the
side. I like to cover the pinyin and try to read the characters then write out the pinyin on a
separate sheet of paper.Ii did notice that in one of the character sentences (15) they wrote a
pinyin word within the sentence and another sentence (22) has hen in a different spot between
the character and the pinyin versions. Hopefully there aren't too many of these.I do enjoy the
format of having characters, pinyin, and English translation. I don't mind looking up the pinyin
(although it can be time consuming) but having the English translation is super helpful to see
how the Chinese words get translated into the English meaning.”

PapaBear58, “Great help on the learning journey. This book has great mix of characters you
know if you have some basic Chinese and introduces new characters contextually so it makes it
easy to learn them. I like the online readings of the chapters that you can stream or download.
Really helps with learning to pronounce as well as recognize the characters. A great help on my
Chinese language learning journey.”

Ebook Library_Reader_1, “Good.. Get the audio from website listed at the end of the book.”

Daniel L. Butler, “I love learning to read in Chinese. I love learning to read in Chinese. This is a
simple to follow book that can quickly raise your vocabulary level. I read it over over.”

Ebook Library Reader, “not sure yet but it's good so far.. Really good.but I am still practicing, so
don't trust this review yet.”

Allen T., “Basic reader. The vocabulary at the front of each chapter is arranged weirdly.But, it's a
good for learning how to read Chinese!”

Sarah W, “Helpful when you want to improve your vocab and reading in Chinese. Good book to
start reading Chinese. Helps you with pinyin and English translation pushing you slowly to areas
where you read only characters.Few small typos in Kindle version.Kindle version could be better
formatted.”

1, “Teach your 1/2 Chinese Daughters Pinyin. My wife is a Shanghai girl, so our daughters are
1/2 Chinese. They speak Chinese though mainly Shanghai dialect. So I want them to take
advantage of this advantage. So learning Pinyin would be a great thing to learn. So I looked on
Amazon and found this book. It arrived 30 mins ago. The girls have had a look AND ALREADY



they know its a good book to have. It has vocabulary then a story, the story is in Mandarin,Pinyin
and English. So as the girls read they can learn Pinyin and even Mandarin writing too. There are
lots of stories in it. With dictionaries at the back. Chinese English and English Chinese. I've learnt
a few languages in my time, so I know that this will be great for my girls. They are 12 and 10 at
the moment. This should keep them occupied for a few months. The layout is great. Well done
Marina Chan and well done Amazon. I do have 6 books of my own on Amazon Kindle, they too
are easy to read, so if anybody want to enjoy English just look for Michael Casey. If any schools
read this review I'd say USE this book by Marina Chan then everybody can learn pinyin too.
michaelgcasey”

The book by Marina Chan has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 21 people have provided feedback.
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